C AS E ST U DY

SSG connects its marketplace
and streamlines customer service
with Sendbird in-app chat
“...we chose Sendbird because we needed to
implement the service well quickly. Sendbird is the
expert in the chat and messaging space.”
- Young Duck Park, Project Manager at SSG
Realtime
communication

Shinsegae - SSG
Shinsegae (SSG) is South Korea's largest and oldest luxury retailer. It
also leads the country in online marketplace innovation. Since using
Sendbird, SSG connected its marketplace by allowing users and

Chatbot reduced
email & call inquiries

service providers to conveniently communicate in several use-cases:
user-to-user chat, buyer-to-seller chat and a customer service chatbot
on the company’s online marketplace app called SSG Talk.
As a rule of thumb, SSG builds its technology internally. But the
Platform Planning team at SSG immediately saw the immense
amount of time, engineering resources, and maintenance challenges

Safer
Conversations

involved in developing a robust chat experience in-house. Given these
hurdles, the company decided that Sendbird’s expertise made it the
perfect partner to make building in-app chat easy.
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“The basic project philosophy of SSG.COM is to internalize product
development and systems,” said Young Duck Park, Project Manager
for the Platform Planning team at SSG. “However, when it came to
developing chat, we chose Sendbird because we needed to implement the service well quickly. Sendbird is the expert in the chat and
messaging space.”
When building chat proved to be prohibitively difficult, three factors
gave SSG confidence to partner with Sendbird: its evaluation of other
chat solutions on the market, Sendbird’s high-quality support, and its
excellent API documentation.
“Sendbird’s exceptional support was the biggest factor for choosing it
as a partner,” said Mr. Park. “We’ve had other third-party vendors
come through our office, but none provided the level of support that
Sendbird did. They showed us that commitment and we were sold.
Another crucial factor was the quality of the API documentation.
Compared to other solutions, it was clearer and more helpful - very
impressive.”
The mission of SSG’s Platform Planning Team is to continually deliver
new value to their customers on existing platforms. Providing real-time
communication for buyers and sellers was one of the team’s biggest
priorities. To roll out this feature, SSG released Friend’s Talk, Seller Talk,
and Customer Service Talk in three successive phases. As user-to-user
and buyer-to-seller chat gained traction among SSG's app users, the
company released a customer service chatbot to streamline its
customer service channels.
To improve the customer experience and reduce the overall number of
inquiries sent through e-mail and the phone - this was one of SSG's
main objectives for CS Chatbot. After analyzing historical data, they
estimated that a chatbot could replace 24% of customer service
e-mail and calls.
With Sendbird, they exceeded their projections: “After we launched
our CS Chatbot, we reduced our e-mail and call inquiries by 10~25%,
while providing a chat experience people already enjoy on consumer
messengers like KakaoTalk or WhatsApp.”
With the success of CS Talk, SSG is planning to expand their chat
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services from mobile to web. The company plans to develop their CS
Chatbot and Seller Talk features to address more customer service
inquiries and provide an even better shopping experience

Digitizing human interactions
Sendbird is focused on bringing the freedom, accessibility, and value
that digitizing human interactions can offer to all people. Learn how
you can build deeper connections between your users through our
fully customizable, quick-to-implement, and scalable chat, voice, and
video platform—at sendbird.com
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